WHAT WE DO

Classroom Assessments
Our curriculum and standards-aligned classroom assessments help teachers reliably and confidently track student progress towards grade level, end of year standards and adjust their instructional practice.

Professional Learning
Through collaborative partnerships with school and district teams, we design professional learning programs to help build curriculum knowledge, inform instruction, and improve data and assessment literacy.

Academic Services
From curriculum reviews and design to assessment system audits, our experts provide districts with comprehensive solutions to support teaching and learning.

Success. Every Student. Every Teacher.
CenterPoint Education Solutions is a nonprofit organization specializing in creating innovative assessments that revolutionize the way teachers adjust their instructional practices, close student learning gaps, and help students build essential skills for the future.

We are passionate about success for every student and every teacher – and we believe what matters most is what happens in the classroom.

IMPACT

2.8M STUDENTS
192K EDUCATORS
100 SCHOOLS AND DISTRICTS
28 STATES AND TERRITORIES

CENTERPOINT IS DESIGNING SCIENCE ASSESSMENTS! SCAN TO LEARN MORE!

centerpointeducation.org
info@cpeducation.org